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Despite the fact that sessile droplets evaporation dynamics has been studied for more than half a century,
the scientiﬁc community struggles with the creation of an accurate quantitative description of the rate of
evaporation. The classically used description considers evaporation as a quasi-steady process controlled
by the diffusion of vapour into the air and the whole system is assumed to be isothermal at the ambient
temperature. However, when two types of ﬂuids (alcohols and alkanes) are let to evaporate on heated
substrates, their evaporation rates tend to be underestimated by this model, mostly due to convection.
This experimental study aims to understand how atmospheric convective transport in the vapour phase
inﬂuences evaporation in order to develop an empirical model that accurately describes the evaporation
rate. The Rayleigh number is used to analyse the contribution of natural convection and an empirical
model is developed combining diffusive and convective transport for each type of ﬂuid. The inﬂuence of
the molecular chain length (and the increasing number of carbon atoms) is also being discussed.
© 2015 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Sessile droplets are commonly encountered in daily life,
including coffee spills [1], rain on a waterproof raincoat [2], and
water falling onto a cooking plate [3]. Thanks to their ubiquity,
research about sessile droplets has been conducted for centuries,
and the phenomena that affect droplets, such as evaporation,
diffusion and ﬂuid mechanics, were studied even earlier. Their
intensive use in various scientiﬁc and industrial applications
(combustion, medicine, chemistry or again environmental processes) raised the need to predict the evaporation time which arose
and became one of the main goals of droplets research ﬁeld. Estimating the evaporation rate can lead to the time of evaporation and
the quantity of vapour produced by a droplet. This knowledge is
highly valuable for several applications especially in the ﬁeld of
combustion in which fuel is sprayed into a combustion chamber in
the form of spherical droplets [4]. Moreover, knowing the evaporation time can allow to easily describe the droplets interface
motion as the evaporation occurs [5].
The evaporation ﬂux rate is strongly conditioned by the molecular exchange at the droplet-vapour interface and the diffusion
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of the vapour through the air: if molecules stay around the droplets
and only move by diffusion, the air around the droplet will become
saturated earlier than if molecules are carried away by an air ﬂow.
The concentration gradient between the apex i.e. the top of the
droplet, and the air far from the droplet is the mechanism that
drives and limits the evaporation. The hydrodynamic approach
considers the evaporation rate being directly proportional to the
rate of vapour diffusion since the air at the interface is assumed to
be saturated with vapour. Maxwell was the ﬁrst to describe the
evaporation by the mean of a diffusion coefﬁcient [6] and later,
evaporation of spherical droplets has been studied with the same
approach [7]. More recently, researches in the last decade dealt
with the evaporation kinetics [2,8e11] and resulted in models
predicting the evaporation rate of sessile droplets [12,13].
These classical descriptions consider evaporation as a quasisteady process controlled by the diffusion of vapour into the air,
and the whole system is being assumed to be isothermal at the
ambient temperature. However, in the previous study [14], we have
experimentally evidenced the contribution of atmospheric
convective transport to the evaporation of a sessile droplet. In the
case of diffusive evaporation (at ambient temperature, or on heated
substrates under microgravity conditions), diffusive models accurately describe the evaporation rate. However, when convection
appears in the vapour phase (substrate temperature above ambient
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2. Experiments
Nomenclature
2.1. Fluids properties
cx
Cx
D
Lc
Mw
N
Psat
R
b
R
Tsat

a
g
q
n
r

Vapour concentration, kg/m3
Empirical coefﬁcients
Diffusion coefﬁcients, m2/s
Capillary length, m
Molar mass, g/mol
Carbon number
Saturated pressure, Pa
Initial droplet radius, m
Ideal gas constant, J/molK
Saturated temperature, K
Thermal diffusivity, m2/s
surface tension, N/m
Initial contact angle, 
Kinematic viscosity, m2/s
Density, kg/m3

For the purpose of this experimental study, two types of ﬂuids
(both linear carbon chains) have been chosen to be evaporated onto
heated substrates: alcohols; from CH3 OH (methanol) to C7 H15 OH
(heptanol), and alkanes; from C5 H12 (pentane) to C10 H22 (decane).
The ﬂuids, obtained from Sigma Aldrich, are anhydrous with a
purity of 99% or higher and contain only one compound except for
hexane which is a mixture of isomers. The ﬂuids have been used
without any treatments prior to the experiments. All ﬂuids properties can be found in Table 1. Properties are given at medium
temperature Tm ¼ 40  C (unless otherwise indicated). The temperature dependences of properties have been taken into account
in all calculations. Moreover, through this article, properties have
been either measured in our laboratory or are extracted from
literature sources.
2.2. Experimental set-up

temperature under normal gravity conditions), all these models
under-predict the evaporation rate.
Evaporating droplets under microgravity conditions enabled us
to study the purely diffusive evaporation with intensive substrate
heating, which is impossible under normal gravity conditions. As
the buoyancy forces are strongly weakened, the convection process
stops and the vapour behaviour is changed from convection rolls
that renew the air around the droplet and enhanced the evaporation rate to only diffusion.
Vapour distribution around a sessile droplet have been very
recently studied using experimental [15,16] and numerical [17,18]
approaches in the case of purely diffusive evaporation. KellyeZion
et al. [15] have recently shown by infrared spectroscopy and
computed tomography that the vapour emitted by sessile drops at
room temperature behaves differently as compared to the
commonly accepted diffusion limited model. In this present article,
we propose to somehow extend this study of vapour diffusion for
droplets for a larger range of temperature differences and use
microgravity environment to study pure diffusion vapour diffusion.
Models taking into account convection are developed in the
combustion community to predict the evaporation time in order to
obtain the best reagents concentration for combustion [19e21]. The
most common, the Spalding evaporation model, takes into account
convection with the calculation of mass and heat balance separately in each phase at the interface [22]. This model is based on
numerous assumptions (isothermal spherical droplet, quasi-steady
gas boundary, vapour/liquid phase equilibrium at the interface, air
and vapour behave like a perfect gas, use of Fick's law of diffusion)
that are similar to the purely diffusive model used in this study. This
model, based on the Spalding mass number Bm, slightly overpredicts the evaporation rate of droplets evaporating under
reduced gravity conditions i.e. for purely diffusive evaporation [14].
For this reason, the purely diffusive model has been chosen as a
basis for our empirical model on.
New models that are able to correctly predict diffusive and
convective evaporation are emerging [14,23] but their use is limited
to peculiar ﬂuids. Therefore, the aim of this article is to determine
the limits of purely diffusive models and to develop, based on
numerous experiments, an empirical model that accurately describes the evaporation rate of a sessile droplet on a heated substrate, regardless of the temperature or the type of ﬂuid. The
atmospheric contribution to a sessile droplet evaporation will also
be investigated numerically.

The experimental set-up (Fig. 1), based on our previous work
[28], enables the creation of droplets on a heated substrate (a range
of temperatures between 20  C, room temperature and 55  C is
investigated) and the monitoring of their evolution with a sideview CCD Camera which follows the evolution of the geometric
parameters (radius, contact angle and height of the drop).
As this experimental set-up can be run either on Earth (1 g) or
under reduced gravity conditions (microgravity 0.01 g, Moon
gravity 0.16 g and Mars gravity 0.38 g), several modiﬁcations are
brought to the experimental set up to obtain the most precise
measurements in each conditions and are explicated in this section.
The reduced gravity experiments take place aboard the Novespace's
A300-ZeroG aircraft in Bordeaux (France). This aircraft is dedicated
to parabolic ﬂights and creates 22 s of reduced gravity framed by
two stages of hypergravity (1.8 g).
In the laboratory, the droplets are created with a microdispenser controlled by computer above the substrate without the
cell lid and are slowly deposited onto the substrate. As this method
is technically very complex during reduced gravity experiment,
the ﬂuids are injected through a thin 0.7 mm pipe at the centre of
the substrate with a motorized syringe-pump into an enclosed
cell.
The droplets are then allowed to evaporate in an atmosphere
composed of air at a temperature (Ta) of 20 ± 1  C and a pressure
(pa) of 1 bar for laboratory experiments (the cell is open during all
the droplet evaporation to insert the microdispenser) and
835 ± 2 mbar for microgravity experiments (cabin pressure during
ﬂight) in a closed conﬁguration. The experimental conditions of the
cell are recorded using a pressure sensor and a thermocouple of
type K.
The substrate temperature and the heat-ﬂux absorbed by the
droplet are measured with a type-K thermocouple and with a heat
ﬂux-metre, respectively. The last one contains a large number of
thermocouples connected in series and has a diameter of 15 mm
and a thickness of 0.6 mm. Its copper body provides its high thermal conductivity and, consequently, its negligible thermal resistance to the heat ﬂux from the heater (disk-shaped polyimide
thermofoil heater regulated by a PT-100 sensor with a PID regulator
at 0.1  C) to the droplet.
The heat-ﬂux metre, located between the heater and the substrate, is only used for reduced gravity experiments as they are
performed into a closed chamber and the evaporation results in a
slight increase of the chamber pressure, which pushes liquid back
into droplet injection pipe. There is also a possibility of trapped
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Table 1
Fluids properties at T ¼ 40  C and P ¼ 101.325 kPa, except for Psat and g, T ¼ 20  C. The molar mass Mw, vapour density rv, vapour viscosity nv, latent heat Lv, saturated
temperature Tsat and saturated pressure Psat are obtained from Ref. [25] while surface tension g is from Ref. [26] except for heptane and decane [27]. The capillary length Lc and
the contact angle q are also provided for each ﬂuids.
Fluids

Mv

rv

nv

Lv

Tsat

Psat

g

Lc

q

[g/mol]

[kg/m ]

[mm /s]

[kJ/kg]

[K]

[kPa]

[mN/m]

[mm]

[ ]

3

2

Methanol
Ethanol
Propanol
Butanol
Pentanol
Hexanol
Heptanol

CH4 O
C2 H6 O
C3 H8 O
C4 H10 O
C5 H12 O
C6 H14 O
C7 H16 O

32
46
60
74
88
102
116

0.486
0.322
0.159
0.082
0.059
0.238
0.010

21.7
28.5
51.8
81.3
119
27.3
611

1111
857
664
423
505
486
440

333
347
370
390
411
430
488

13.80
5.83
2.40
1.17
0.20
0.10
0.01

22.5
22.3
23.7
24.6
25.6
24.5
26.2

1.70
1.70
1.74
1.78
1.81
1.73
1.82

21
20
25
28
29
36
37

Pentane
Hexane
Heptane
Octane
Nonane
Decane

C5 H12
C6 H14
C7 H16
C8 H18
C9 H20
C10 H22

72
86
100
114
128
142

3.37
1.27
0.48
0.18
0.07
0.03

2.17
5.47
13
33
82
208

357
335
317
303
295
263

309
342
371
399
424
447

57.90
17.60
5.33
1.47
1.33
0.19

16.0
18.4
19.3
21.7
22.9
23.9

1.65
1.72
1.72
1.80
1.82
1.85

18
20
21
23
26
28

bubbles in the tubing that occurs when g-jitter strongly affects the
ﬂow during some maneuvers of the ﬂight. Both these factors result
in a droplet suction back into tubing (while pressure in the chamber
grows, a bubble in the tubing gets compressed and reduces its
volume). Thus, the side-view CCD camera captures not only evaporative reduction of droplet's volume, but also its reduction due to
liquid suction, which makes it impossible to extract the evaporation
rate from visual data. Therefore both side-view camera and heat
ﬂux-metre were used for experimental measurements in reduced
gravity: ﬁrst one for determination of the droplets geometry, and
second one for the calculation of total evaporation rate obtained
from:

dm QS
¼
dt
Lv

(1)

where Q is the evaporative heat ﬂux, S the wetted surface area and
Lv the latent heat of vaporization (in J/kg). The evaporative heat
ﬂux Q is the heat-ﬂux density obtained by the heat-ﬂux metre
minus the radiative exchange between the dry surface area obtained from the top infrared camera (the droplets are smaller than
the substrate) and the cell. The error induced by this technics are
taken into account by the error bars plotted on Fig. 2. More information about this technic can be found in our previous study
[28]. For laboratory experiments, the camera is used to obtain the

Fig. 1. Conﬁned volume and the equipment used for the sessile droplet injection and evaporation on a Nuﬂon substrate: a test cell that contains a heating substrate and a heat ﬂuxmetre, a one-way syringe-pump and visible and infrared cameras. The ﬁgure shows the aircraft conﬁguration for experiments in reduced gravity. For laboratory experiments, the
injection pipe is closed, the lid is removed and a microdispenser controlled by a computer creates the droplet above the substrate and slowly deposits it onto the substrate.
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During the microgravity experiments, as droplets evaporation
lasts longer than the microgravity phase, we only focused and
extracted data from this phase, putting aside the evaporation during the hyper gravity phases. As the transition between the
hypergravity and the microgravity phases is sharp (less than 1 s)
and the droplet injection takes about 5 s, the convection rolls
inertia is small enough to not inﬂuence the purely diffusive evaporation (the intensity of the convection rolls decreases to 6% of its
initial intensity in just 3 s and down to 1% in 5 s).
Besides the gravity level, the normal gravity experiments differ
from the microgravity ones in the pressure conditions (atmospheric
pressure) and wetting radii of the droplets (smaller than those used
under microgravity, typically R ¼ 1.5 ± 0.5 mm, to avoid distortions
due to gravity). It is assumed that these two differences do not
modify the ﬂow structure or the internal heat transfer mechanisms
in the droplet. Consequently, the quantitative analysis of the gravity
effect and comparison between the terrestrial and microgravity
results is justiﬁed.
Fig. 2. Global evaporation rate of ethanol droplets under various gravity levels dEarth
(1 g), Mars (0.38 g), Moon (0.16 g) and micro (102 g) gravity d as a function of the
temperature difference between substrate and ambiant air (20  C). Coloured dots are
experimental data with their error bars, and lines are the Spalding model (Equation
(6)), diffusive model (Equation (3)) and empirical diffusive and convective model
(Equation (18)). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

geometric parameters and the evaporation rate by image analysis
(see Section 2.3).
Alcohols droplets are let to evaporated onto PFC substrates
whereas alkanes droplets are deposited onto PTFE substrates (see
Table 2). Substrates have been chosen for their surface energies
inducing a good wetting i.e. low initial contact angles, and pinning
of the triple line during the large part of the evaporation. However,
the dissolution of the PFC substrates by alkanes forced us to use
PTFE substrates instead for this type of liquid. Due to the small
thickness of the substrates, their thermal conductivity difference
does not inﬂuence the temperature gradient imposed by the heater
and the ambient air (negligible 0.3  C temperature decrease at the
interface coating/air for a set point at 40  C for the PTFE substrate
compared to the temperature gradient between the substrate and
the droplet's apex 3.51  C in the same conﬁguration) and therefore
the evaporation rate. On theses substrates, alcohols and alkanes are
fairly wetting due to their low surface tension and therefore induce
small contact angles (lowest contact angle qpentane ¼ 18 , and
highest contact angle qheptanol ¼ 37 ).
Evaporation takes place inside a test cell, which is large
enough to ensure a constant vapour concentration far from the
droplet and below saturation, to prevent from any potential
external. The air inside the test cell is renewed before each
experiment to make sure that previous experiments do not inﬂuence the later ones. In the aircraft, after each microgravity
stage, the cell is connected to the plane vent-line to ﬂush the
vapour. Once the pressure drop has vacuumed the remaining
liquid, vapour free air at room temperature is injected inside the
cell to start a new experiment. Air humidity (average relative
humidity of 40%) is not controlled since it does not inﬂuence the
evaporation of non-aqueous droplets.

2.3. Image analysis
The drop is visualised with a side-view CCD camera (Stingray F046 e resolution of 780 by 580 pixels) coupled with a microscopic
lens (zoom  6.5). Since droplets take several minutes to evaporate
completely, a fairly low acquisition frequency (4 frames/sec) gives
enough information for all the droplets. However, due to the strong
volatility of pentane, the acquisition frequency has been raised to
20 frames/sec for this ﬂuid. A LED wall produces collimated light to
create a homogeneous background with a strong contrast on the
thermal scene, allowing to reduce errors during the evolution of
geometrical parameters accessible from a side view (diameter d(t),
contact angle q(t), volume V(t), height h(t)). The heat created by the
light system is negligible in the evaporation process due to its low
temperature compared to the substrate and its distance to the
droplet. All geometrical parameters are obtained using a commercial software (Krüss Drop Shape Analysis 3).
For experiments in laboratory only, where the injection pipe is
not inﬂuencing the droplet volume, the droplets' contours are ﬁtted
with a segment of a circle; and droplets' contact angles, diameters
and heights are obtained by the calculation of the circular segment
function. The volume is obtained by assuming a perfect axial
symmetry of the droplet and by the integration of the droplet
proﬁle revolved around this axis of symmetry. In this study, droplets form spherical caps since they are all smaller than the capillary
length. The evaporation rate dm/dt is then deducted from the
evolution of the volume over time. Measurement errors are 5% on
contact angle, 3% on radius and 10% on volume.
3. Inﬂuence of air convection in the test cell
This section is focused on the effect of air convection in the test
cell on the evaporation dynamics of droplets. Pure ethanol droplets
are allowed to evaporate in similar experimental (the cell under
reduced gravity is closed while the cell under normal gravity is
open) set-ups with various gravity levels onto heated substrates
with temperatures ranging from the ambient one to þ35  C above

Table 2
Substrates properties, root-mean square roughness obtained using atomic force microscopy, surface energy measured by the Owen-Wendt method. The nano coating of PFC
only change the surface energy but cannot overcome the roughness of the copper plate.
Material

Use

Thickness

Roughness

Surface energy

Perﬂuorocarbon (PFC)
Polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE)

Coated onto 0.6 mm thick copper
Stuck onto the heater

13.9 nm
0.5 mm

1.75 mm
284 nm

24.6 mJ/m2
26.9 mJ/m2
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the ambient one. The two sets of experiments were conducted
under terrestrial (1 g) and reduced gravity conditions (Mars
(0.38 g), Moon (0.16 g) and micro (102 g) gravity). The results of
these experiments are plotted in Fig. 2, which shows the global
evaporation rate plotted as a function of the temperature difference
between the substrate and the ambient air for different gravity
levels. The global evaporation ﬂux is the evaporation ﬂux rate
divided by the initial radius R0 used to compare all experimental
data as this quantity is independent of the droplet size. The transition phase (i.e. the ﬁrst seconds used for the droplet injection, see
Fig. 4) is ignored from the global evaporation ﬂux calculation as the
ﬂuid injection make the evaporation rate unsteady. Each data point
is the evaporation rate given by one single droplet. The uncertainty
of the measurements has been calculated as the quadratic sum of
the absolute uncertainties of the parameters. The experimental
data are compared to two theoretical models.
The ﬁrst model (shown in red in the Fig. 2) gives the droplet
evaporation rate, which, for a highly heat conductive substrate, is
limited by the vapour diffusion into the atmosphere [29]. This
theoretical model of quasi-steady diffusion-driven evaporation,
implemented with the temperature variation, assumes an
isothermal droplet at the temperature of the substrate. The rate of
evaporation is then expressed by the equation below [5,12]:

dm
¼ pRDDrv f ðqÞ;

dt

39

Fig. 4. Global evaporation rate over time during the evaporation of an ethanol droplet
under microgravity and terrestrial gravity for a substrate temperature of 35  C into an
air at 20  C and 835 mbar. The three plotted line are obtained from numerical simulations taking into account diffusion only (red line e microgravity), diffusion and
Stefan ﬂow (blue line e microgravity) and diffusion, Stefan ﬂow and and natural
convection (black dashed line e terrestrial gravity). The vertical black doted line
represent the time chosen to compare the three models (see Equations (13) and (14)).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

(2)

where R is the radius of the droplet, D the diffusion coefﬁcient [36]
(for ethanol evaporating into air at 20  C, its value is 1.21  105 m2/
s at 1 bar and 1.49  105 m2/s at 0.835 bar), Drv¼r0(Ts)r∞ with
r0(Ts) the vapour concentration at the liquidevapour interface

calculated at the substrate temperature (assuming that the interface temperature is almost equal to the substrate temperature in
ﬁrst approximation) and r∞ the vapour concentration far from the
droplet, considered null because of the large characteristic length of
the cell compared to the droplet characteristic length, and f(q)¼

Fig. 3. Numerical simulations performed on Comsol Multiphysics of the vapour/air mixture around an evaporating droplet under reduced (left) and normal (right) gravity conditions for a substrate/air temperature difference of 15  C. Streamlines shows velocity ﬁeld and contours concentrations.
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1.3 þ 0.27 q2 is a function that depends on the contact angle, taken
according to the approximation of Hu and Larson [5] (valid for
angles between 0 and 90 ). For angles below 40 , we note that f(q)
is almost constant at approximately 1.3 [11] (the exact theoretical
value for zero contact angle is f(0)¼4/p). Expression (2) is then
simpliﬁed and becomes:

dm
 z4RDDrv :
dt

(3)

Equation (3) demonstrates that the evaporation rate becomes
independent of the contact angle, and the radius of the droplet is
the only parameter that plays a role under similar atmospheric
conditions.
The density of vapour ﬂux in the above model takes into account
the diffusive term only (concentration gradient as the cause of
vapour diffusion away from the droplet); it ignores the vapour/air
convection and Stefan ﬂow. Since the vapour density is lower than
the liquid density, the volume of the liquid droplet is much less
than the volume of the same molar quantity of vapour. Therefore, in
addition to diffusion, the vapour, that is created by evaporation at
the liquideair interface, will generate a convective mass ﬂow in the
air outward from the droplet (Stefan ﬂow) which is not taken into
account by the purely diffusive models. Thus, the second theoretical model, used for the validation of our experimental data, is the
Spalding model [20e22], which takes into account both the diffusion and Stefan ﬂow. This ﬂow can be expressed by a variant of
Maxwell's equation:

!
dm
drv
2
¼ 4pR Dv
 rv U ;
dt
dr

¼ 4pR

2

!
drv
rv drg
 Dg
;
Dv
dr
rg dr

(4)

(5)

where rv/g are respectively the vapour and gaz (here, air) density,
rv=g is the vapour and gaz concentration respectively and U is the
ﬂow velocity. The ﬁrst term inside brackets is the expression of the
diffusion ﬂux (similar to the purely diffusive model) and the second
term takes into account the vapour ﬂow. In this state, without an
extensive measurement of the density gradient and the vapour
velocity, the model cannot be used to compare with our experimental measurements. However, this equation can be simpliﬁed [4]
by assuming that the vapour and the gas diffusive coefﬁcients, Dv
and Dg, are equal:



dm
¼ 4pRD rv þ rg lnð1 þ BM Þ
dt
BM ¼

Yvs  Yv∞
1  Yvs


Yvs ¼


1þ

p
1
psat

(6)

(7)


Mg
Mv

1
(8)

This model, known as the Spalding model, is based on the
Spalding mass number BM, which compares the mass fraction of
vapour/gas at the droplet interface Yv/g. Mg/v is, respectively, the
molar mass of air and vapour and p/psat is the ambient pressure and
the pressure of saturated fuel vapour.
The velocity of Stefan ﬂow at the liquidegas interface linearly
depends on the droplet diffusion limited evaporation rate due to
simple boundary condition at the liquidegas interface [24]. It
means that the convective vapour ﬂux at the liquidegas interface is

proportional to the diffusive one as evaporation is diffusion limited.
Thus, taking into account Stefan ﬂow just increases the intensity of
evaporation (Drv in Equation (3) is replaced with p(rv þ rg)
ln(1 þ BM) in Equation (6)), while its functional dependence on
geometrical parameters remains the same as for pure diffusive
evaporation. This allows us to apply the same geometrical factor
f(q) as in diffusive model, to the droplet's evaporation rate in the
Spalding model:

 
 
dm
1 dm
¼
dt sessile p dt spherical

(9)

This equation is only correct if the contact angle q is inferior to
40 , in which case f(q)¼4/p. The evaporation rate predicted by this
model is plotted in the Fig. 2 (solid blue line).
Under terrestrial gravity conditions (black dots) and at ambient
temperature, the experimental value is nearly equal to the diffusive
model value, consistent with other published results [2,9,11].
However, when the substrate temperature differs from the ambient
temperature, the evaporation rate becomes greater than the
diffusion-limited rate, and the difference between the two values
increases with the substrate temperature. The ﬁrst obvious observation is that the temperature strongly inﬂuences the evaporation
rate: it increases with substrate temperature following the power
law trend 1/R dm/dt ¼ a(TsTa)b. The discrepancy between the
experimental evaporation rate and the diffusive model rapidly
grows accordingly to a power law trend, and the deviation reaches
up to 70% at DT ¼ 35  C. Thus, this model globally under-predicts
the experimental evaporation rate under normal gravity conditions. Stefan ﬂow could explain the higher value of the evaporation
rate compared to the theoretical value of purely diffusive
evaporation.
As the Stefan ﬂow is taken into account in the Spalding model
(blue line), it gives estimates of the evaporation rate closer to the
experimental data compared to the purely diffusive model, but it
still under-predicts the observed values. The deviation between the
Spalding model and the experimental data reaches 51% at
DT ¼ 30  C, which means that Stefan ﬂow is not the only convective
component of evaporation.
Under reduced gravity conditions (red dots), Fig. 2 shows that
the diffusion-limited evaporation model correctly predicts the
experimental data, despite the signiﬁcant dispersion of the data
due to perturbations caused by the aircraft ﬂight. This agreement
highlights that, for the ﬁrst time to our knowledge, this model has
been shown to be valid and can account for the variations in the
substrate temperature. In the absence of gravity effects, the evaporation can then be correctly assumed being quasi-steady, diffusion-limited process, regardless of the substrate temperature and
despite the assumption of an isothermal droplet. Indeed, the temperature gradient that develops inside an evaporating droplet
driven by the latent heat of vaporisation appears to be negligible
when the droplet is sufﬁciently thin and when it is evaporated on a
highly heat conductive substrate [11,30,31]. In this case, the model
does not need to be corrected to include Stefan ﬂow as the evaporation rate estimation is correct. However, Stefan ﬂow has to be
taken into account in computations to have a good representation
of the vapour behaviour in the cell.
Consequently, the deviation noticed under the 1 g condition can
only be due to the development of another mechanism accompanying the evaporation under the inﬂuence of gravity; this additional mechanism that contributes to the diffusion increases the
evaporation rate. The contribution of this mechanism is greater
when the substrate temperature is higher. These observations
indicate that the mechanism is the natural convection in the vapour
phase that develops due to buoyant forces. Experimental evidence
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can also be found in Fig. 2: despite the data dispersion, a clear increase in the global evaporation rate can be seen as the gravity level
increases, indicating an increase in natural convection. We have to
note that the evaporation rate measured for droplet evaporating
with convection can be affected by the open cell conﬁguration. As
the cell is open to accommodate the microdispenser, the vapour
can be advected by convection outside of the cell and this effect can
increase the droplet evaporation rate. However, this inﬂuence is
difﬁcult to estimate in our case since non-only the conﬁguration is
modiﬁed, but the pressure is also different (824 mbar in the aircraft
for mg experiments and 1 bar for experiments in the laboratory). In
this article, only the global evaporation rates of droplets in the same
conﬁguration will be directly compared.
To demonstrate the effects of natural convection on the rate of
droplet evaporation, we have developed a numerical model of an
evaporating ethanol drop, identical to the one of our experiments.
For this purpose, the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics
have been used. It applies the Final Element Method for the weak
formulation of the physics equations, and all boundary conditions
are applied in form of constraints with Lagrange multipliers.
One of the assumptions made is the axial symmetry of the
model, which reduces the dimension of the problem down to two
independent spatial coordinates (radial and vertical) and substantially speeds up the computational process as compared to a full 3D
model. The origin of the cylindrical system of coordinates is located
in the plane of substrate-droplet interface, and the vertical axis
coincides with the axis of symmetry of the droplet. Though the real
experimental cell has a square shape and not the axisymmetric one,
its size is much bigger than the size of the evaporating droplet
located in the cell centre. This allows us to neglect the shape and
take into account only the volume of the cell. Thus in our numerical
model we have created an axysimmetric cell of the same height as
the experimental one, and its radius was chosen to match the
experimental cell volume.
The materials parameters in the model were equivalent to the
experimental ones. The air pressure inside of the experimental cell
was taken as in the parabolic ﬂight experiment and equals
824 mbar. The temperature difference between the substrate and
the wall of the experimental cell was chosen to be 15.1  C (substrate
at 42.6  C and ambient 27.5  C) like in the particular experiment.
Since the temperature change occurs mostly in the air domain (the
medium with lowest heat conductivity in the system), its dynamic
viscosity ma, heat conductivity ka, and vapour diffusivity Dea
(ethanol in air) depend on local temperature: ma and ka, are
determined according to the Sutherland's law:

ma ¼ mref

T
Tref

ka ¼ kref

T
Tref

!3=2

!3=2

Tref þ S
T þS

(10)

Tref þ TS
T þ TS

(11)

where mref ¼ 1.716  105 Pa.s, kref ¼ 2.414  102 W/m.K, Tref and TS
respectively 273.15 and 194.4 K and S ¼ 110.4 K. The vapour
diffusion coefﬁcient is determined according to the following
formula:

Dea ¼

ðDea $pÞref
p

T
Tref

!3=2
(12)

where p is the air pressure inside the experimental cell,
(Dea$p)ref ¼ 1.337 Pa.m2/s and Tref ¼ 298 K [32]. As it is possible to
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follow the vapour during the numerical simulation, the calculations
take into account the mixture of vapour/air while we use only the
values of the vapour for the experimental calculations of the Rayleigh number.
As the ﬂow velocities in the experimental cell and droplet are
much lower than the speed of sound, the air and liquid were
modelled as incompressible Newtonian ﬂuids (NaviereStokes
equations). The boundary conditions at the droplet surface for
NaviereStokes equations include: the balance of normal (Laplace
pressure) and tangential (thermocapillary forces) components of
the full stress tensor, the continuity of the tangential component of
the velocity (no-slip condition), and discontinuity of the normal
component of the velocity due to evaporation process (Stefan ﬂow).
No-slip boundary condition was applied on all solid surfaces. The
vapour diffusion-convection equation with temperature dependent
diffusion coefﬁcient was solved in the air domain with the
boundary condition of saturated vapour concentration at the
droplet surface, which in turn was also considered as a function of
local droplet's temperature (ClausiuseClapeyron equation). Nopenetration boundary condition was applied for the vapour at the
cell walls. The equations of conductive and convective heat transfer
were solved in all (solid, liquid and air) domains with boundary
conditions of constant heater temperature underneath the substrate and constant ambient temperature at the walls of the
experimental cell. A condition of thermal insulation was posed for
the material located between the substrate and the cell wall. At the
liquideair interface a condition of the heat sink due to evaporative
cooling (latent heat of evaporation) was posed as a function of local
evaporation rate. The Boussinesq approximation was used in order
to account for the buoyancy forces in both liquid and air domains.
These forces were calculated based on the dependence of air density on temperature and vapour concentration.
As the evaporation proceeds into a closed chamber, the problem
was simulated under unsteady approximation with a preheating
stage followed by the establishing of the convective pattern in the
air (if gravity is not zero), and ﬁnally an instant beginning of the
evaporation process (droplet spreading stage is not simulated).
Integration of the local evaporation rate along the droplet surface
gives the total droplet's evaporation rate. Knowing this quantity at
each time step, and assuming the pinning of the droplet's contact
line and a spherical cap shape of the droplet, the velocity proﬁle of
the liquideair interface was calculated and used in corresponding
boundary conditions.
The left side of Fig. 3 shows the numerical results for diffusive
evaporation of a droplet with Stefan ﬂow in the air domain and
Marangoni ﬂow inside of the droplet (0 g gravity level). The right
side of the ﬁgure shows the results for the same evaporation but
with buoyancy effects (natural convection) taken into account in
the droplet and air (1 g gravity level). The coloured contours
represent the vapour concentration in mol/m3, and the streamlines
show the velocity ﬁeld both in the droplet and air.
Without natural convection the air velocity around the droplet
is uniform and directed outwards, except near the triple line, where
the Stefan ﬂow is strong due to the singularity of local evaporation
ﬂux. The vapour concentration is homogeneous and spherical
around the droplet until it reaches the cell sides.
When natural convection takes place in the test cell, the air
motion around the droplet is far more complicated than in the
diffusive case. It comprises two gravitational vortices rotating in
opposite directions: one is due to light heated air rising up (thermal
convection) and another one is just above the droplet due
descending heavy vapour (solutal convection). The vortex due to
solutal convection is much smaller than the roll due to thermal
convection for a TsubTamb ¼ 15  C. Any further increase of the
substrate temperature should enhance the inﬂuence of the thermal
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vortex and therefore, solutal convection has been neglected. The
empirical model will therefore neglect the solutal convection over
thermal convection, as it is assumed that it is the weaker
phenomenon.
Natural convection increases the mass transfer in the vapour
phase, modifying the vapour ﬁeld around the droplet by creating a
ﬂow and renewing the gas around the droplet. This phenomenon is
clearly visible in the bottom-right picture, where a convective
vortex drags the vapour away from the interface. This naturally
leads to an increase of the evaporation rate, as the evaporation is
controlled by the rate of vapour transport away from the droplet
surface into surrounding air.
In order to quantitatively demonstrate this effect, three particular models of evaporation have been numerically investigated: 1)
pure diffusive model, when neither Stefan ﬂow nor natural convection in the air is taken into account (referred below with a
subscript diff); 2) diffusion with Stefan ﬂow only (referred below
with a subscript diff þ S); and 3) diffusion with both Stefan ﬂow and
natural convection accounted (referred below with a subscript
diff þ S þ nc).
Fig. 4 shows the comparison between experiment and numerical simulation over time during the evaporation of a droplet for
TsubTamb ¼ 15  C. The experimental and numerical curves behave
differently at the beginning of evaporation (ﬁrst 3 s) due to different
initial conditions. In real experiments there is a stage of droplet
injection and spreading (evaporation rate increases gradually as
droplet is injected into chamber); whereas numerical model does
not consider the injection/spreading stage (contact line is pinned)
and evaporation starts instantaneously.
Since the evaporation process is unsteady, we have chosen one
speciﬁc time moment (t ¼ 13 s, doted line on Fig. 4) for all three
models to compare the droplets evaporation rates. The results give
the following relations (substrate temperature is 15.1  C above the
ambient temperature):




dm
dt



diff þS ¼ 1:194

dm
dt



(13)

diff


dm
dt



diff þSþnc



dm
dt

¼ 1:355

(14)

diff

Since the purely diffusion-limited evaporation model does not
take into account the natural convection, it obviously underestimates the experimental evaporation rate. However, it
correctly describes the evaporation rate under microgravity, so the
diffusive model can be used as a basis for the development of an
empirical mathematical model that takes natural convection into
account.
4. Inﬂuence of the molecular chain length
Once all of the ﬂuids were evaporated at temperatures from
ambient to þ35  C above ambient under normal gravity, the
evaporation ﬂux rate was measured for each case and divided by
the initial radius R0 to compare all experimental data. Fig. 5 shows
the global evaporation rate as a function of the number of carbon
atoms in molecular chains of different liquids for various temperatures. The evaporation rate decreases as the length of the molecular chain increases. This observation is valid for alcohols and
alkanes and, to some extent, for all temperatures.

Fig. 5. Chain length dependence of the evaporation rate for alcohols (circles) and alkanes (square) at 25, 45 and 60  C in an ambient air at 20  C where N is the number of
carbon atoms in the molecular chain. The lines ﬁtting the data follow the power law
axb.

It is well known that most of the evaporation occurs at the triple
line for sessile droplets with low contact angles [5]. If hemispheric
droplets dq ¼ 90 d have a uniform evaporation ﬂux proﬁle along
the interface, droplets with small contact angles dq < 40 d present a singularity in the evaporation ﬂux proﬁle near the contact
line. But regardless the distribution of the evaporation ﬂux along
the droplet surface, the evaporation rate is always proportional to
the droplet radius in the case of the diffusion-limited evaporation
(Equation (2)). Thus the evaporation ﬂux rates of droplets with
various radii can be compared by dividing these values by the initial
radiust. This is equally true for evaporation with convection in the
vapour phase as the vapour motion around the droplets does not
inﬂuence the evaporation process but its rate.
Longer molecular chains have less freedom and tend to entangle
more easily [34]. These phenomena modify the ﬂuids physical
properties, such as density and vapour viscosity (Table 1). Indeed,
the increasing vapour viscosity with the length of the molecular
chain will decrease the vapour diffusion around the droplet and
thereby reducing the evaporation, as diffusion is the limiting phenomenon. Moreover, the saturated pressure of the ﬂuids decreases
with the chain length increase (three orders of magnitude between
methanol and heptanol) which signiﬁcantly reduce the evaporation
rate. The empirical model needs to take into account theses
changes in ﬂuid properties.
5. Development of the empirical model
Figs. 6 and 7 provide a closer look at each individual ﬂuid. The
global evaporation rate is plotted as a function of the temperature
between the substrate and the ambient air. The error bars on the
experimental data have been calculated as the quadratic sum of all
of the measurement errors. All experiments can actually be
considered quasi-steady because the calculated diffusion time is
smaller
than
the
measured
evaporation
time,
tD =te ¼ L2 =ate z103  104 . Plain colour lines plotted in the ﬁgure
represent estimates of the global evaporation rate by the model
quasi-steady diffusion-limited evaporation. In the case of sessile
droplets with contact angles below 40 , the evaporation rate can be
estimated by Equation (3). This diffusion-driven evaporation model
implemented with substrate temperature assumes that the droplets are isothermal at the substrate temperature. This assumption
can be easily justiﬁed because the temperature gradient that
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Fig. 6. Global evaporation rates of alcohols droplets as a function of temperature difference between ambient air at 20  C and substrate under normal gravity.

develops inside the droplet, which is driven by the latent heat of
vaporisation, can be neglected if the droplet is thin and evaporates
on a highly heat conductive substrate, such as a thick aluminium
heater with thin substrates [31].
At ambient temperature, the diffusive model is in good agreement with the experimental data (black dots), but at higher temperatures, the model under-predicts the evaporation rate with
deviations of up to 100% at þ35  C. The models ability to correctly
describe the evaporation process is questionable when thermal
effects related to evaporation are no longer negligible, i.e. when the
substrate plays the role of a thermal insulator [29,30,11] or when it
is heated. In such cases, the deviation has been shown to result
from atmospheric convection around the thermal scene [14]. Air,
heated by the dry side of the substrate, rises due to buoyancy forces
and modiﬁes the concentration gradient that drives the
evaporation.
Both diffusion and convection are signiﬁcant in our problem.
Since the diffusive and convective ﬂuxes are locally additive [23],
the evaporation rate E can be expressed as the sum of diffusive
evaporation Ed, described by Equation (3), and convective

evaporation, Ec, obtained experimentally thanks to droplets evaporation with the ratio Ec/Ed. Therefore, the dimensionless evaporation rate can be deﬁned as follows:

E ¼ Ed þ Ec

(15)

E ¼ E=Ed ¼ 1 þ EC

(16)

where EC is the dimensionless evaporation rate due to convection.
In a previous study [14], the Grashoff number was used to
describe the evaporation of ethanol droplets. In this study however,
this approach has been expended to several alcohols and alkanes,
and in order to take into account these types, the Prandtl number
must be used. Thus, the Rayleigh number, which is the product of
the Grashoff number by the Prandtl number, have been implemented into the empirical model.
For dimensionless evaporation rate due to convection part, the
Rayleigh number, which relates the thermal diffusivity and the
convective heat transfer due to buoyancy, is used to describe the
convective contribution to evaporation:
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Fig. 7. Global evaporation rates of alkanes droplets as a function of temperature difference between ambient air at 20  C and substrate under normal gravity. The legend is the same
as in Fig. 6.

.
Ra ¼ gbT DTR3 ðnv aÞ with bT ¼ 1=rv vrv =vT

(17)

where g is the gravitational constant, bT the thermal expansion
coefﬁcient, DT the difference of temperature between the substrate
and the ambient air, R the droplet radius, nv the vapour viscosity, a
the thermal diffusivity and rv the vapour density. All the variables
for the Rayleigh calculations are the physical properties of the
droplets vapour.
As evidenced by experiments and numerical simulations, convection acts both in the liquid (driven by Stephan ﬂow, Marangoni
ﬂow and buoyancy forces) and the vapour phase (driven by Stephan
ﬂow as well and by solutal and thermal gradients which magnitude
depends on experimental conditions such as vapour concentration
and temperature difference between the substrate and the ambient
air respectively). The characteristic length to describe the convection in the two phases is different: for convection in the liquid
phase, the characteristic length is the droplet radius whereas in the
vapour phase it is the height of the chamber. In this study, the
characteristic length has been arbitrarily chosen to be the droplet
radius as reference length to determine the empirical law that accounts for convection in both liquid and vapour phases.
Fig. 8 shows the dimensionless convective evaporation rate EC as
a function of the Rayleigh number for the two types of ﬂuid. The
Rayleigh number ranges from less than 1 for heptanol to 23,000 for
pentane. This ﬁgure ﬁrst shows that the convective regime of each
compound vapour is laminar. To get a sense of the order of
magnitude, the critical Rayleigh number for a turbulent convective
air ﬂow induced by a heated horizontal plate is Rac z 2  107 [35].
In the case of short molecules, the motion of the vapour around the
droplet is far from being purely diffusive (Ra > 200 for alcohols and
Ra > 1500 for alkanes), and convection induces a strong concentration gradient between the droplet interface and the surrounding
air. For the longest molecular chains, the Rayleigh numbers are low

dless than 1, but there is still a signiﬁcant discrepancy between the
purely diffusive model and the global evaporation rate (6).
In a general way, the Rayleigh number decreases with the
number of carbon atoms, N, in the chain while the dimensionless
evaporation term EC increases.
To integrate the convective part into the model, each set of data
was ﬁtted with a power law dEC ¼ C1 RaC2 d giving a pair of coefﬁcients C1 and C2 per ﬂuid (Table 3). Both coefﬁcients, C1 and C2,
have been plotted as a function of the molar mass in Fig. 9. These
coefﬁcients only depend on the physical properties because no
other experimental parameters have been changed.
The ﬁrst coefﬁcient, C1, strongly increases with the number of
carbon atoms for both types of ﬂuids. This coefﬁcient was ﬁtted by
an exponential law da.expbx (black line).
In contrast, the coefﬁcient C2 undergoes a lesser variation for all
the ﬂuid, with an average value of 0.97 and a standard deviation of
0.3 for alcohols and 0.96 ± 0.47 for alkanes. For both conﬁgurations,
the Rayleigh number is small enough (below 3000) to assume a
linear variation with the Rayleigh number i.e., C2 could be set to 1.
By integrating these coefﬁcients into the expression of the
dimensionless global evaporation rate and by using the ideal gas
law, the equation of the model can be expressed as:



C2

E ¼ 4RDr0 1 þ C1 Ra



4RDMw Psat
¼
b sat
RT

1 þ C1

#C 2 !
" vr
g r vT DTR3
v

nv a
(18)

where Mw is the molar mass, Psat is the saturated vapour pressure at
the substrate temperature, the subscripts v and s stand for the
b is the ideal gas
vapour and the substrate, respectively, and R
constant.
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Table 3
Fitting coefﬁcients C1 and C2 for alcohols (top) and alkanes (bottom).
N

Alcohol

C1

C2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Methanol
Ethanol
Propanol
Butanol
Pentanol
Hexanol
Heptanol

5.35  103
3.21  102
1.62  102
1.82  102
5.79  102
1.46  101
9.78

1.02
0.90
1.07
1.07
1.39
0.98
0.38

N

Alkane

C1

C2

5
6
7
8
9
10

Pentane
Hexane
Heptane
Octane
Nonane
Decane

6

9.29  10
5.78  103
5.38  102
2.87  101
1.61  101
6.19  101

1.32
0.64
0.59
0.46
1.14
1.62

This empirical model is plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 using a dashed line
for each ﬂuid with their respective coefﬁcients obtained previously.
Note that the developed model is similar to the one proposed in
2011 by KellyeZion et al. [23] at ambient temperature only and tested
on droplets of various sizes and various liquid volatilities d3 MP,
hexane, cyclohexane and heptane. The authors based their model onto
the Grashof number, which compares the buoyant forces with the
viscous forces. In their study, the authors also mentioned the necessity
to reﬁne their model for small droplets at ambient temperature.

model takes into account only the diffusive part because the temperature gradient is null. However, as soon as the substrate temperature increases, the convective part (determined by the Rayleigh
number and empirical coefﬁcients) is added to the diffusive one.
Overall, the good agreement between the model and the
experimental data can be appreciated using Fig. 10, where the
percentage of error, calculated by (EEexp)/E, where E is the
empirical model and Eexp is the measured value, is plotted as a
function of the temperature difference between the substrate and
the ambient air. For most of the ﬂuids, the error is less than 10%
(dashed black lines). However, one can notice larger errors at
ambient and low temperatures. At these temperatures, the droplets
are in a transitory phase between diffusive and convective evaporation, and the model is not accurate enough to provide a good
estimation. This might also been due to the fact that only vapour
convection is taken into account in the Rayleigh calculation and as
the heater is bigger than the droplet, heat provided to the cell might
induce a stronger convection than predicted by the calculations
based on vapour only. If the ratio of vapour and air was known at
each point of the cell, the ratio of the physical properties of the
mixture vapour/air might be used in the Rayleigh calculation for a
more accurate estimations. Moreover, our convective model does
not take into account the convection induced either by the Marangoni forces in the vicinity of the droplet or the vapour diffusion.
However, when the temperature increases, the average error decreases and the model can be safely used.
In order to validate this model, the empirical coefﬁcients have
been ﬁtted deither exponential for C1 or average for C2d without
taking into account heptanol and decane. These ﬁts were used to
determinate the coefﬁcients for heptanol and decane (Table 4, solid
markers in Fig. 9). Since the exponential ﬁts describe the coefﬁcients C1 fairly well, the values for both ﬂuids are similar.
However, as the coefﬁcient C2 does not have a clear trend, an
average value introduces some error, as can be directly observed in
Fig. 11. This ﬁgure shows the global evaporation rate of heptanol
and decane compared to the empirical model with the two sets of
coefﬁcients. In the case of a convective model with the coefﬁcients
from ﬁts, it under-estimates the evaporation rate (Fig. 9, red line),
primarily due to the error in the coefﬁcient C2. Whereas using a pair
of empirical coefﬁcients C1 and C2 obtained individually for each
experiments, it gives a pretty good agreement (Fig. 9, black line).
Reﬁnement of the method to obtain the two coefﬁcients is required.

6. Validation of the empirical model

7. Conclusions

A good agreement between the experimental data and the diffusive and convective models is observed. At ambient temperature, the

In the present article, the contribution of surrounding air convection on droplet evaporation rates was investigated both

Fig. 8. Variation of the dimensionless evaporation term EC as a function of the Rayleigh number for alcohols (left) and alkanes (right). The inset is a zoom out of the data
for Pentane.
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Fig. 9. Empirical coefﬁcients C1 and C2 plotted as a function of the molar mass for alcohol and alkanes. Black lines are exponential ﬁts (left) and average (right). Empty markers are
the empirical coefﬁcients while solid markers are obtained from ﬁts or averages (Fig. 6).

experimentally and numerically during the evaporation of an
ethanol sessile droplet. Although a signiﬁcant discrepancy was
observed between the experiments and the isothermal diffusiondriven model in usual gravity conditions, a good agreement was
observed in the absence of gravity, regardless of the substrate
temperature. The experimental and numerical results validate the
assumptions inherent in the model under reduced gravity conditions and consequently highlight the fact that the under-prediction
of this model is due to the contribution of the buoyant convection
in the gas phase, which develops under the action of gravity.
To address this issue, an empirical model was developed to take
into account the contribution of the atmospheric convection in the
vapour phase during the evaporation of sessile droplets. This
empirical model provides a good agreement with the experimental
results, regardless of the substrate temperature or the ﬂuid used.
However, for temperatures near the ambient conditions, the model
may require a reﬁnement.
This study has also highlighted that the number of carbon atoms
in the molecular chain and its length have a strong inﬂuence on the
evaporation. To take into account this phenomenon, empirical

coefﬁcients are provided for the number of carbon atoms for both
alcohols and alkanes. The strong increase of C1 evidences the inﬂuence of the ﬂuid properties on the vapour behaviour. However, to
clarify to what extend the ﬂuid vapour properties inﬂuence convection, a prospect experiment would be to evaporate droplets into
an atmosphere of known/controlled vapour/air ratio.
For the time being, this empirical model is limited by the need to
know the coefﬁcients C1 and C2 for each ﬂuid. The perspectives to
improve this work would be to develop a theoretical study in order
to identify the physical parameters that play a role in the coefﬁcients values. If a direct link between the coefﬁcients and the
molecular composition is evidenced, this model could be used for
any type of ﬂuids without need to experimentally identify the coefﬁcients. The idea is to improve this empirical model in the near
future, to make it universal by accounting for as wide variety of
initial conditions as possible, depending only on the molecular
composition of the ﬂuid.
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Fig. 10. Percentage of error in the model (EEexp)/E as a function of the temperature difference between the substrate and the ambient air.
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Table 4
Coefﬁcients for heptanol and decane obtained empirically or from the ﬁts.
Fluids

Heptanol
Decane

C1

C2

Empirical

Fit

Empirical

Fit

9.78
0.619

9.70
0.63

0.38
1.62

0.97
0.95

Fig. 11. Global evaporation rate of heptane and decane and the diffusive and
convective model obtained from empirical coefﬁcients (black line) and from the ﬁts
(red line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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